It was finally my chance to meet the
fastest up and coming rapper in the
game. It was an opportunity I couldn’t turn
down. Assif was busy on tour around the UK
and Europe, and I met him in a small, London
Cafe, named Kaffeine.
Assif was fashionably late, but that’s his style. He
is a man of few words, so in true Assif’s style, no
apology followed. But over our hour long interview, I managed to find the man behind the
mask.

A

ssif, full name ‘Bilal Assif’, is 19 years old. The
rapper made it big last year, featuring on Dr.
Dre’s Aftermath Label. He was born and raised in
Compton, LA, the infamous ‘hood’ of Los Angeles, where murder and crime rates are sky high.
He has lived alongside violence his whole life. His
only escape has been music.

‘I was devoted to the hip hop game,
and fell in love with hip hop music, as
I could relate to it, as most of the music described what was happening in my
life, shootings, drug dealing, violence, and it
makes people aware of the hardship we live in.
My favourite artists? That’d have to be Dre, Pac and
Snoop Dogg.’

Unzipped
with

Bilal ‘Assif’

My first question of course related to his back- At this point, I could see that Bilal was happy to diground and how he started making music.
vulge more about his life than he has ever done before
in previous interviews so I asked him how and where his
“My mom introduced me to music from a young big break was.
age. She loved gospel, and would always take
me round the block to church and made me sing.
Over the years I started to discover older music,
and when I was thirteen I remember I heard ‘Boyz
in the Hood’ by Eazy E, who was from the same
hood I grew up in. I looked into Hip Hop from
there, discovered N.W.A., Dr. Dre, Tupac, Snoop
Dogg, and I was mesmerized. My family never
had much money, from my Dad being shot, so my
Mom had to work 2 jobs to get us any money. I
begged and begged when I was 14 at Christmas
time for my Mom to buy me an E-mu SP-1200,
which is the same deck Dr. Dre used at the start of
his career. That Christmas she bought me an MP3
player, and said she didn’t have the money to
buy it and had to feed my brother and I instead. I
understood, but was upset.’

‘When I was 17 I went to a club, and played the owner a
demo of my music, and asked if he would let me rap there
every week, and wouldn’t have to give me any money. I
loved and do love performing, I’m not in it for the money, I’m
in it for life. He said yes, and one day a man came in from a
label to hear me rap, and that’s how it all started for me.’

Bilal was being more than forthcoming in our interview,
but all of a sudden, it was clear he was losing patience
with me. A predictable outcome from this unpredictable Rap star. I had one more question though before
he left and that related to what he wanted to do with
the rest of your career?

‘All I want to do is keep breaking out of my comfort
zone, cos when I do, great things happen. I want
to keep meeting my heroes, and feed my fans
with songs - I am a hard working guy, and
So, how did the situation rectify itself I wondered? Bilal was equally matter of fact about I’m not gonna let them forget it.’

what happened next.

And at that he got up. Shook
‘I was walking down the street one day, and my my hand and left. Bilal is an
homie Andre said I could make some money by enigma but I am not sure we
selling drugs. I was desperate for the money, so I would have it any other
did. From that money, I bought my first deck, and way.
produced and rapped on the song ‘Poppin’, sampling California Love by Tupac. It all went on from
there.’

From what Bilal was telling me it was clear
that there were strong music influences in his
youth. He didn’t have any problem with listing
exactly who were his role models.
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“ LIFE IS A WHEEL OF FORTUNE
AND IT’S MY TIME TO SPIN IT ”

By Jordan Malschinger
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